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Score 

Disciplining____ Fouling ring____ Barking____     Leading dog between exercises____ 
   Rules Violation___    Inappropriate attire____    Leaving ring____ 

4-H Dog Obedience Trial Score Sheet    Class  3B  
 

Name______________________________________Date____________Exhibitor No.______________ 
 
County_____________________________________Breed______________________Placing_______ 
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possible 

sub-total 

Penalty 
Deductions 

Points 
Possible 
 
Deductions 
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Score 

Points 
Possible 
 
Deductions 
 

Deduct 10 
points each 

5 minute 
Down Stay 
handler out 

of sight 

3 minute 
Sit Stay 

handler out 
of sight 

Stood or laid down after handler returns to heel position____ 
Minor move before handler returns ____ 
Minor move after handler returns ____ 
Minor bark or whine____ 
Forced into position____                     Extra command to stay____ 
Handler Error____ 

Stood or sat after handler returns to heel position____ 
Minor move before handler returns ____ 
Minor move after handler returns ____ 
Minor bark or whine____ 
Forced into position____                     Extra command to stay____ 
Handler Error____ 

Drop  
on 

Recall 

Extra command or signal to stay____ 
Moved from position____ 
Anticipated command ____ 
Does not come on first command or        
signal ____ 
Does not drop on first  command  
or  signal____ 
Sat out of reach____ 

No sit in front ___                                                          Poor sit ____     

No finish ____           Anticipated finish____            Poor finish____ 

Slow drop____                                                    Leaves handler____ 

Slow response____                                           Touched handler____ 

Handler’s arms not at side____                              Handler error____ 

Failure to come directly to handler____ 

Failure to come at a brisk trot or gallop____     

Retrieve 
on 

Flat 

Fails to go out on first command   
    or signal____ 

Fails to retrieve____ 

Anticipated Command ____ 

Extra Command or Signal ____ 

Sat out of reach____ 

Slow:    going____    returning____ 

Mouthing____                                                   

Fails to go directly to dumbbell____                   Drops dumbbell____ 

No sit in front ___                                                            Poor sit ____     

No finish ____                Anticipated finish____        Poor finish____ 

Handler’s arms not at side____                               Handler error____ 

Sits or lies down before or during 
    examination____ 

Growls or snaps____ 

Moves away before  
   or during exam  ____ 

Shows shyness or resentment  ____ 

Moving slightly before or during _____                      Moves feet____ 

Moving after exam____                                         Sits after exam____     

Extra command or signal____                     Handler more/less 6ft____      

Backing away from dog____                                  Handler error ____          

               Unmanageable ____     ____ 
                                 
                                                                          
      Unqualified  heeling ____     ____ 
 
 
       Handler continually  
         adapts pace to dog ____     ____ 
 

Improper hand position ____    ____   Crowding handler____    ____                                                    

                         Forging ____    ____                   Sniffing____    ____                    

                        Lagging ____    ____                                                

            Extra command ____    ____                       Turns____                             

                Heeling wide ____    ____                    Abouts ____               

                          No sits ____    ____                  Poor sits____    ____                                  

        Lack of brisk pace ____    ____          Handler error____    ____  

No change of pace  :    Fast____   Slow____   

Minor  and Substantial  Major 

                                      H          8                                   H          8                                      H         8 Heel 
Free  
and 

Figure 8 
off  

Leash 

Stand 
for 

Exam 
off Leash 
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Did not remain in place____  

Goes to another dog____ 

Repeated barks or whines    ____ 

Stood or laid down  before handler                      
  returns____ 

Did not remain in place____  
Goes to another dog____ 
Repeated barks or whines    ____ 
Stood or sat before 
handler returns____ 

Score Deductions Exercise 

GRAND TOTAL 

Penalties 


